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Introduction

Collagen with arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) and 
matrix metallo-proteinase (MMP) sequences that cells can 
attach to and degrade, respectively, is extensively used in 
bone repair and vascular tissue engineering.1–4 However, its 
mechanical instability, rapid degradation, and volume shrink-
age5 limit its application to large areas of tissue injury. 
Research studies have attempted to form physically-
crosslinked collagen hydrogels to reduce the volume shrink-
age rate by increasing the concentration of collagen 

prepolymer solutions or adding fibrin into collagen hydro-
gels.6–9 Nonetheless, such hydrogels suffer from rapid bio-
degradability and poor mechanical strength; additionally, 
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higher collagen concentrations and increased stiffness nega-
tively affected cell bioactivity and microvessel formation. 
Other studies synthesized injectable chemically-crosslinked 
collagen hydrogels formed by conjugating functional groups 
on collagen molecules. This approach led to improvements in 
thermal stability, retention volume, and mechanical proper-
ties,10–13 but the presence of crosslinking agents significantly 
decreased the bioactivity of the cells encapsulated into the 
hydrogel.14–16 Endothelial colony-forming cells (ECFCs) 
formed mature microvessels covered by pericytes in chemi-
cally-crosslinked collagen gels at a subcutaneous site in mice 
within 1 week, but most ECFC-lined vessels were located at 
the edge region of explants.7,16 The usefulness of chemically-
crosslinked collagen hydrogels as supportive material for 
cell-mediated vascular network formation remains limited.

Phenolic (Ph)-protein hydrogels with independently tun-
able gelation time and stiffness have been used as carriers in 
drug delivery17,18 and tissue engineering.7,19,20 Besides colla-
gen-Ph hydrogels, Ph groups were also conjugated on hyalu-
ronic acid (HA) and gelatin to form HA-Ph and gelatin-Ph 
hydrogels, respectively. Most previous studies used HA-Ph 
hydrogels to modulate the differentiation of stem cells to 
chondrocytes, hepatocytes, or neural lineages. It was con-
firmed that HA-Ph hydrogels can stimulate stem cell differ-
entiation and matrix synthesis in vitro.19–22 In the absence of 
cytokines, HA-Ph hydrogels have limited capability for car-
tilage repair in vivo.23–25 The gelatin-Ph hydrogel is biocom-
patible and biodegradable in vivo and causes neither necrosis 
of surrounding tissues nor server-host immune responses.26–28 
Two-dimensional co-culture of human umbilical vein 
endothelial cells (HUVECs) and human dermal fibroblasts 
on three-dimensional printed gelatin-Ph hydrogels showed 
cell spreading on the hydrogels in vitro.29 Some groups con-
jugated vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)30 or co-
encapsulated ECFCs and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)31 
into gelatin-Ph hydrogels, which were subcutaneously 
injected into a mouse to form the cell-laden implants. After 
7 days, perfused human microvessels were only observed in 
the edge region of the implanted hydrogel. Numerous studies 
have used Ph-crosslinked protein-based hydrogels with 
added growth factors and cytokines to improve bone/carti-
lage repair and vascular tissue engineering.23–25,30,31 In our 
previous studies, in the absence of growth factors and 
cytokines in gelatin-Ph or collagen-Ph hydrogels, engineered 
microvessels were mainly located at the edge region of 
explants, implying the presence of factors that interfere with 
cell-mediated vascular network formation in Ph-crosslinked 
hydrogels.16,31 The cell response to chemically-crosslinked 
collagen hydrogels in vitro and in vivo is a critical challenge 
that must be to improve their capability of tissue regenera-
tion. In this study, collagen-Ph hydrogels were synthesized 
and used as a representative model material to culture and 
deliver cells in vitro and in vivo; physically-crosslinked col-
lagen hydrogels served as the control. Optimization of the 
vascularization strategy may provide valuable knowledge 

for constructing vascularized tissues in hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2)-triggered chemically-crosslinked hydrogels.

Experimental section

Preparation and characterization of collagen 
and collagen-phenolic hydroxyl conjugates 
(collagen-Ph conjugate)

To extract collagen, rabbit skin tissues were cut into small 
pieces (~1 cm2) and soaked in 95% (w/v) ethanol for 2 min 
to remove debris and sterilize skin tissues. Then, immers-
ing it in 0.1 M sodium hydroxide at 4°C for 24 h, rinsing 
with deionized water three times, and reacting with 10% 
(w/v) butanol at 4°C for additional 24 h to remove fat from 
skin tissues. After rinsing with deionized water three times, 
collagen was extracted from skin tissues at a ratio of skin: 
0.5 M acetic acid = 1 g: 9 mL at 4°C, and the resulting solu-
tion was collected every day in four consecutive days. 
Lastly, the extracted solution was centrifuged at 11,700 g 
for 10 min at 4°C to remove impurities, salted out by add-
ing sodium chloride to a final concentration of 3 M, and 
centrifuged again to separate the precipitate from the solu-
tion. The precipitate was collected and redissolved in 
0.5 M acetic acid for 1 day, dialyzed against deionized 
water, and finally lyophilized in a freeze-dryer to have lyo-
philized collagen. The preparation processes of collagen 
were performed under sterile conditions.

To synthesize collagen-Ph conjugates, freeze-dried col-
lagen was dissolved into 40 mL of 0.0625% (w/v) hydrogen 
chloride aqueous solution with 0.78 g of 2-(N-Morpholino) 
ethane sulfonic acid hydrate (MES, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) 
as a pH buffer, and adjusted the pH value to 6 by adding 
4 M sodium hydroxide aqueous solution. After completely 
dissolving, 0.135 g of N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-
ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA), 0.032 g of N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, Sigma-
Aldrich, USA), and 0.168 g of tyramine hydrochloride 
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) were added and reacted at 4°C for 
24 h under the continuous stirring condition. When the 
reaction was terminated, the solutions were dialyzed against 
0.004 M hydrogen chloride aqueous solution using a 3.5 K 
MWCO dialysis bag until the absorption peak caused by 
the residual tyramine at 275 nm could not be detected by 
UV/Visible spectroscopy (Amersham Biosciences, USA) 
and finally lyophilized in a freeze-dryer to have lyophilized 
collagen-Ph conjugates. The preparation processes of colla-
gen-Ph were performed under sterile conditions.

Preparation and characterization of collagen 
and collagen-Ph hydrogels

At 4°C, the freeze-dried collagen was completely dissolved 
in 0.02 M acetic acid at 0.15%, 0.3%, and 0.6% (w/v). 
Before use, 1 mL of collagen prepolymer solution was 
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prepared by 0.9 mL of 0.15%, 0.3%, or 0.6% (w/v) collagen 
solution, 0.1 mL calcium and magnesium-free phosphate-
buffered saline (DPBS), 0.025 mL 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-
1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) at pH 7 by 
adding suitable amounts of 1 M sodium hydroxide on ice. 
Then, the collagen prepolymer solutions were delivered 
into a culture dish to allow its self-assembly gelation at 
37°C to form the collagen hydrogel (Collagen). The endo-
toxin testing (Thermo Scientific Cat # 88282, USA) was 
performed to determine the quantification of endotoxin in 
collagen-based hydrogels. After considering the dilution 
factor, the final endotoxin concentration was determined to 
be 0.26 EU/mL for collagen and 0.42 EU/ml for collagen-
Ph, which are lower than the Food and Drug Administration 
guidance (< 0.5 EU/mL) for industry pyrogen and endo-
toxins testing. The freeze-dried collagen-Ph conjugates 
were completely dissolved in PBS at 0.7% (w/v). Then, the 
collagen-Ph aqueous solution is thoroughly mixed with 
78 units/mL of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and 28.5 μM 
of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to form chemically crosslinked 
Collagen-Ph hydrogel at 37°C.

Using circular dichroism (CD) measurements, all sam-
ples were adjusted to 0.3% (w/v). The solution was scanned 
at the wavelength range of 190–260 nm at 4°C, and molar 
ellipticity was recorded using a CD apparatus (AVIV 
Biomedical Inc. CD4100).

For characterizing the degrees of functional group sub-
stitution on collagen-Ph conjugates, lyophilized collagen, 
and collagen-Ph powder was dissolved in heavy water 
(D2O) at 0.2% (w/v) and measured the chemical shift with 
a high-magnetic-field proton nuclear magnetic resonance 
(1H-NMR) instrument (AVANCE-500, Bruker, USA).

An atomic force microscope (Dimension FastScan 
AFM, Bruker, USA) was used to study collagen fibril for-
mation of the Collagen and Collagen-Ph hydrogels. Each 
prepolymer solution was prepared and dropped on the 
mica substrates and imaged by square pyramidal silicon 
nitride tips of spring constant 0.09 N/m (Olympus 
BL-AC40TS) every 15 min until gelation finished.

For the mechanical properties test, the mechanical 
strength of each hydrogel was measured in a strain-con-
trolled rheometer (AR-G2, TA instruments, USA) with 
parallel plate (25 mm diameter plates) in the oscillatory 
mode at room temperature. The storage modulus (G′) was 
acquired as the strain amplitudes from 0.01% to 500% 
with an angular frequency of 10 rad/s.

The microstructures of the hydrogels were character-
ized by confocal microscopy and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). To visualize the microstructures of the 
hydrogel in an aqueous environment, a fluorescent dye, 
Atto 425 NHS ester (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), was used to 
label the amine side groups according to manufacturer’s 
instructions and imaged under a confocal microscope 
(TCS-SP5-X AOBS, Leica, Germany). To further study 
the microstructure of hydrogels in a lyophilized state, we 

placed the swollen hydrogel at −80°C for 24 h and then 
placed it in a freeze-dryer for 1 days. Then, the microstruc-
tures of the freeze-dried hydrogels were obtained by using 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (S-4300, Hitachi, 
Japan).

To study the adsorption profiles of hydrogel, the 
crosslinked hydrogels were immersed in 2 mg/mL fluores-
cein isothiocyanate-dextran (70 kDa FITC-dextran, Sigma-
Aldrich) solutions at 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 24 h. Then, the 
hydrogels were washed three times with PBS and soaked 
in fresh PBS to measure the absorption profile of the FITC-
dextran by measuring the FITC intensity with a UV-visible 
spectrophotometer (SpectraMax Plus 384, Molecular 
Devices, USA) at an excitation wavelength of 495 nm. To 
study the releasing profiles of hydrogel, after 24 h of 
absorption, the hydrogels were washed three times with 
PBS and soaked in PBS to measure their cumulative 
release profiles for FITC-dextran at 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 24 h 
according to prior protocol.

Cell culture

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs, Lonza, 
USA) cultured in endothelial cell growth medium (EGM-
2, Lonza, USA) containing 2% (v/v) fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) and 1% (v/v) penicillin-streptomycin (PS) were 
used at passages 4–7. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) 
isolated from human white adipose tissue,32 a gift from Dr. 
Juan M. Melero-Martin at Harvard Medical School, MA, 
USA, were cultured in MSC growth medium (MSCGM, 
Lonza, USA) containing 20%   (v/v) FBS, 10 ng/mL bFGF, 
and 1% (v/v) PS, and used at passages 8–9. Mouse embryo 
NIH 3T3-L1 (BCRC, Taiwan) cultured in Dulbecco’s 
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Gibco, USA) contain-
ing 10% (v/v) bovine calf serum and 1% (v/v) PS were 
used at passages 10–11. The medium for the co-culture of 
HUVECs and MSCs was 1:1 HUVEC-medium and MSC 
medium ratio.

Cell viability and cell behavior in hydrogels

Prepolymer solutions were gently mixed with MSCs alone 
(1 × 106 cells/mL) or HUVECs alone (1 × 106 cells/mL) or 
a mixture of MSCs (1 × 106 cells/mL) and HUVECs 
(1 × 106 cells/mL). After gelation under the indicated con-
ditions, cell-laden hydrogels were formed and cultured in 
24-well dishes for 2 days. After staining with a live/dead 
viability kit (Invitrogen, USA), the spreading area of live 
cells (green-labeled cells) was imaged using a multiphoton 
confocal microscope system (TCS-SP5-X AOBS, Leica, 
Germany). Serial optical sections were taken in the central 
depth plane concerning the surface of the hydrogel struc-
tures, and the resultant z-stacks were merged into an image 
using ImageJ to analyze the cell spreading area inside the 
hydrogel.
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To further investigate the relationship between cell 
spreading and gel contraction. NIH3T3 cells were encap-
sulated into the α plane of the indicated hydrogel, which is 
vertical and horizontal to the cell culture wells, and cul-
tured for 2 days. The macro-images were recorded on day 
0 and day 2 to analyze the directions of hydrogel contrac-
tion and cell behavior. Collagen fibrils and cells were 
stained with Atto 425 NHS ester (Sigma Aldrich, USA), 
Acti-stain™ 555 phalloidin (Cytoskeleton, Inc, USA), and 
DAPI, and the fluorescence images were taken under con-
focal microscopy to investigate the directions of cell 
migration in the hydrogels on Day 0 and Day 2. The dis-
tance between α and β, and β and γ planes are 50 μm. 
Quantitative analysis was performed by calculating cell 
density and fibril density at α, β, and γ planes inside the 
hydrogels on D2 divided by that on D0 to understand the 
gel contraction process during cell culture.

To identify the angiogenesis-related factors secreted 
from mono-cultured or co-cultured cells into the hydrogel, 
the conditioned medium was prepared as follows. The 
HUVECs, MSCs, or HUVECs-MSCs cell-laden hydrogels 
were placed and cultured in 24-well plates in the cell 
growth medium supplemented with 5% FBS and allowed 
cells to condition the medium. After 1 day, all media were 
collected, centrifuged, and removed the supernatant as the 
conditioned medium for the following use. Angiogenesis 
protein array analyses of the conditioned medium were 
performed by proteome profiler human angiogenesis anti-
body array (R&D Systems, USA), which allows simulta-
neous analysis of 55 angiogenesis-related proteins 
quantitively. The preparation and incubation of the arrays 
were performed as recommended by the manufacturer.

To study the degrees of hypoxia and oxidative stress 
(ROS) on HUVECs and MSCs in hydrogels, cells were 
encapsulated into hydrogels and cultured in the cell culture 
medium supplemented with 5% FBS for 2 and 12 h. The 
cells were recovered by centrifugation at 100g for 5 min, 
resuspended in 0.2 mL of hypoxia/oxidative stress detec-
tion mix (2 × 105 cells/sample), and then incubated under 
normal culture conditions for 30 min. According to the 
product protocol, the hypoxia and ROS levels of cells were 
measured using the ROS-ID Hypoxia/Oxidative stress 
detection kit (Enzo Life Sciences, USA).

Measurement of volume contraction of 
hydrogel and tissue construct

Cell-laden collagen and collagen-Ph prepolymer were 
loaded into a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) coated glass 
slide, formed a disk-shaped gel, and then moved to the cell 
culture well to ensure the gel was non-adherent on the bot-
tom of the well. Progression of gel contraction was cap-
tured at specific time points using a digital camera with 
top-view and side-view to study the area and thickness of 
hydrogel at each time point. The imaging conditions were 

manually adjusted to assure the quality of the acquired gel 
image. Each experimental condition was replicated four 
times, and the contraction rate was calculated with the area 
and thickness of the hydrogel on day 0. On day 7 after 
implantation, the implants were removed from the mice, 
and a three-dimensional (3D) laser scanning confocal 
microscope (VK-X1000, KEYENCE) was used to 3D 
reconstruct the volume and topography of the constructs 
before tissue processing for histology.

In vivo vasculogenic assay

All animal experiments were approved by the institutional 
animal care and use committee of National Tsing-Hua 
University, Taiwan (Protocol number: 108030). Five- to 
seven-week-old male BALB/cAnN.Cg-Foxnlnu/CrlNarl 
mice were purchased from the National Laboratory Animal 
Center, Taiwan. The formation of vascular networks in vivo 
was evaluated using a xenograft model through subcutane-
ous injection and transplantation in immunodeficient mice. 
For the subcutaneous injection method, the 0.2 mL prepoly-
mer solutions were mixed with MSCs and HUVECs (3:2 
ratio; 1 × 107 cells/mL) and then injected subcutaneously 
using 25G needles in the backs of the mice before gelation. 
For the transplantation method, the prepolymer solutions 
were mixed with MSCs and HUVECs (3:2 ratio; 
1 × 107 cells/mL) before gelation. 0.2 mL of the mixture was 
pipetted onto a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-coated glass 
slide, with aliquots separated by a 2 mm spacer to in vitro 
form a cell-laden hydrogel under the indicated crosslinking 
conditions. The cell-laden hydrogel constructs were then 
surgically implanted into subcutaneous spaces with the 
PDMS spacer in the backs of the mice. Each experimental 
condition was replicated five to seven times.

Immunofluorescence staining

Cell-laden hydrogels were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 
overnight, and the section slices were deparaffinized. Then, 
samples were blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in DPBS for 30 min and incu-
bated with anti-caspase-3 (1:100 dilution; Cell signaling 
Technology, USA), anti-αSMA (1:100 dilution; Abcam, 
USA), anti-human CD31 (1:100 dilution; Clone JC70A, 
Dako Cytomation, USA) antibodies, anti-mouse Ly6G anti-
bodies (1:50 dilution; Clone1A8, eBioscience, USA), anti-
mouse F4/80 antibodies (1:50 dilution; Clone CI A3-1, BD 
Pharmingen, USA), anti-mouse CD45 antibodies (1:50 
dilution; Clone 30-F11, BD Pharmingen, USA), anti-human 
VEGF antibodies (1:100 dilution; R&D SYSTEM, USA), 
anti-MMP-9 (1:100 dilution; Abcam, USA), anti-IL-8 
(1:100 dilution; Invitrogen, USA), anti-human nuclear 
(1:100 dilution; Clone 235-1, Abcam, UK), or anti-hypoxia-
inducible factor 1 alpha (anti-HIF-1α) (1:100 dilution; 
Genetex, USA) at 4°C. After washing in DPBS three times, 
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the cell-laden hydrogels were incubated with Alexa Fluor 
488-conjugated goat anti-mouse, anti-rabbit secondary anti-
bodies, donkey anti-goat secondary antibodies (1:100 dilu-
tion; Invitrogen), Fluor 647-conjugated goat anti-rabbit or 
anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:100 dilution; Invitrogen, 
USA) at room temperature for 1 h. Finally, they were stained 
with Hoechst solution (Invitrogen), immersed in DPBS, and 
examined using a confocal microscope (TCS-SP5-X AOBS, 
Leica, Germany). The cell spreading area was obtained by 
averaging 20 images for each of four to five samples in 
200X for each condition using ImageJ software. The cell 
density of macrophages (F4/80+/CD45+), neutrophils 
(Ly6G+/CD+), and others (CD45+) on tissue slices were 
calculated for five images of four to five samples and nor-
malized with the volume of explants by using ImageJ soft-
ware. The intensity of expression of VEGF, IL-8, or MMP-9 
on tissue slices was calculated for five images of four to five 
samples and normalized with the volume of explants by 
ImageJ software.

Histological and immunohistochemical analysis 
staining

Tissue constructs were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 
overnight, dehydrated in ethanol, embedded in parafilm, 
and sectioned into 5–7 μm-thick slices. Hematoxylin and 
eosin (H&E) staining were used to detect lumen structures 
containing erythrocytes. For mouse anti-human CD31 
immunohistochemical analysis, the sections were depar-
affinized, and antigen retrieval was conducted by heating 
the sections for 30 min at 92°C in 10 mM citric acid and 
0.02% Tween-20 (pH 6.0). The sections were blocked for 
30 min at room temperature and incubated with mouse 
anti-human CD31 antibodies (1:100 dilution; Clone 
JC70A, Dako Cytomation, USA) at 4°C overnight. The 
sections were then incubated for 1 h at room temperature 
with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:100 dilu-
tion in blocking buffer; Vector Laboratories). The bound 
antibody was detected using an ImmPACT DAB substrate 
kit (peroxidase; Vector Laboratories, USA). Finally, the 
sample was counterstained with hematoxylin and mounted.

Detection and measurement of hydrogen 
peroxide inside tissue constructs

Previously published articles used the 3,3′-diaminobenzi-
dine (DAB) method to detect the presence of hydrogen per-
oxide in plant samples.33,34 Here, we want to detect the 
presence of residual H2O2 in implanted hydrogels in vivo, 
but the residual H2O2 might lose or become another perox-
ide compound after the paraffin-embedded process. To con-
firm whether the peroxide detected by the DAB method can 
represent the amount of residual H2O2 in collagen-based 
hydrogels, we added various concentrations of H2O2 (0–
78 mM) into collagen pre-polymers. After gelation, collagen 

hydrogels were fixed, paraffin-embedded, cut, and depar-
affinized. The sections were incubated for 1 h with 1.09 unit/
mL HRP. After three times washing, the slides were detected 
using an ImmPACT DAB substrate kit (Vector Laboratories, 
USA). Finally, the sample was mounted. The quantification 
was analyzed by integrating total DAB intensity minus the 
DAB-positive nuclei regions on each slide by ImageJ soft-
ware. The result (Supplemental Figure S5) showed that 
DAB intensities increased with concentrations of H2O2 
solutions added into collagen hydrogels. It demonstrated 
that peroxide detected by DAB staining on paraffin sec-
tions-slides of collagen-based hydrogels is positively corre-
lated to the amount of H2O2 added in the collagen-based 
hydrogel before the paraffin embedding process. Thus, 
DAB staining can indirectly demonstrate the presence of 
hydrogen peroxide.

Computational simulation

The distribution of 70 kDa dextran and oxygen in a 
Collagen-Ph hydrogel with or without the spacer was sim-
ulated using the diluted transport module in COMSOL 
Multiphysics 5.5. We simulated gel disks with a diameter 
of 10 mm and a thickness of 2 mm. The boundary concen-
trations of dextran and oxygen were set at 2 mg/mL and 
0.99 g/mL, respectively. The simulation for each sample 
ended when dextran and oxygen were uniformly distrib-
uted in the hydrogel. The diffusion coefficients for dextran 
in Collagen-Ph hydrogels in the w/o and w/ spacer groups 
or explants were performed as follows. Briefly, the hydro-
gels or explants were incubated with FITC-labeled 70 kDa 
dextran solutions (2 mg/mL), and a time series of images 
was taken using fluorescence microscopy to acquire the 
changes in concentration as the function of time and posi-
tion in hydrogels. We determined the diffusion coefficient 
of dextran from the image sequences by solving the diffu-
sion equation for spatial and temporal intensity changes 
under non-steady conditions and a constant surface con-
centration. We calculated the diffusion coefficient of oxy-
gen in our hydrogel according to the equation published 
literature.35

Statistical analysis

Three independent experiments were performed for each 
experimental group, with three to five replicates per exper-
iment. The results are presented as the mean ± standard 
deviation. Statistical analysis was performed using one-
way and two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
Statistical significance was assumed at p-values <0.05, 
0.01, and 0.001 are indicated as *, **, and ***, respec-
tively. Pearson coefficients of correlation (r) among  
various parameters were analyzed and classified as follow-
ing: High correlation: r  > 0.70; medium correlation: 
0.40 < r  < 0.69; low correlation: r  < 0.39.
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Results

Fibril formation process and resulting materials 
properties

The collagen concentration, environmental temperature, 
and pH value during gelation are the primary parameters 
controlling the physical material properties of collagen 
hydrogels. Collagen molecules can self-assemble into 
triple helix-based fibrils to form physically-crosslinked 
hydrogels under conditions of concentration 0.15%–
0.3%, temperature 27°C–43°C, and pH 5–8 (Supple-
mental Figure S1(a)–(c)). The results showed that 
gelation time (74–236 s), fiber diameter (0.5–1.1 μm) 
and length (15–22 μm), and mechanical properties (stiff-
ness (G′): 12–138 Pa) of the collagen hydrogel could be 
tailored to yield a wide range of hydrogels based only on 
the collagen concentration. Notably, environmental tem-
perature and pH values during gelation did not result in 
significant changes in these physical properties of hydro-
gels (Supplemental Figure S1(d)–(f)). The G′ of collagen 
hydrogels is highly dependent on the concentration of 
collagen (Supplemental Figure S1(f)). The advantage  
of horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-catalyzed chemical 
crosslinking of collagen-Ph hydrogels was the tunable 
G′ according to the concentration of H2O2, indepen-
dently of the collagen concentration (Supplemental 
Figure S2).7,16 To engineer vascular networks in chemi-
cal crosslinking and decouple the effects of the numbers 
and types of crosslinked bonds into collagen-based 
hydrogels from the storage modulus, collagen and colla-
gen-Ph hydrogels with a G′ of 50 Pa were selected for the 
following analyses.

To investigate the formation of collagen fibrils during 
the gelation process, the collagen and collagen-Ph pre-
polymer solutions were applied to the mica substrate. 
Time-lapse images were captured through atomic force 
microscopy, providing real-time insight into collagen 
fibrils at the nanoscale. While the collagen solution was 
applied to the mica substrate at 37°C, collagen molecules 
started attaching to the mica surface and assembled long 
fibrils and transversely thicken the fibers, thereby forming 
a collagen hydrogel with a fibrous microstructure (upper 
row in Figure 1(a)). After 30 min, self-assembled collagen 
fibrils almost fully covered the mica surface with an ori-
ented alignment. The formation of collagen fibrils in colla-
gen-Ph prepolymers is multi-directional, forming a 
honeycomb-like microstructure during gelation (bottom 
row in Figure 1(a)). The confocal images showed a homo-
geneous finer fiber network in collagen hydrogels and a 
honeycomb-like structure in collagen-Ph hydrogels 
(Figure 1(b)). To confirm the microstructure of hydrogels, 
freeze-dried hydrogels were observed through scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM). The analysis revealed a long, 
thick, and interconnected fiber network in collagen hydro-
gels, as well as numerous small protrusions on the surface 
of collagen-Ph hydrogels (Figure 1(c)).

Cell-mediated contraction of hydrogels after 
co-culture in vitro

Numerous studies have shown that volume shrinkage in col-
lagen hydrogels is caused by cell spreading, contraction, 
and movement inside a gel.36–38 The development of chemi-
cal crosslinking methods to form covalent bonds between 

Figure 1. Kinetics of the fibril formation process and resultant microstructures of the collagen and collagen-Ph hydrogel. (a) 
The sequences of topography images obtained by the tapping mode of AFM, showing fibril formation of collagen and collagen-
Ph prepolymers within 30 min. Scan area: 1.5 × 1.5 μm2. During the gelation process, collagen molecules self-assembled into a 
fibril (white square) along one direction to increase the length and thickness and form a fibrillar network. Collagen-Ph molecules 
were multi-directionally crosslinked with nearby molecules to form a honeycomb-like network (white square). Comparison of 
microstructures of collagen and collagen-Ph hydrogels: (b) confocal images and (c) SEM images.
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collagen molecules has successfully reduced the cell-medi-
ated volume shrinkage of hydrogels.39–41 However, this 
approach has also inevitably reduced the capabilities of 
these hydrogels for vascular tissue engineering. In this 
study, macro-images were captured using a camera to record 
changes in the area and thickness of the hydrogel during cell 
culture (Figure 2(a)). The area of the cell-laden collagen 
hydrogel significantly decreased to ~25% on day 1 
(***p < 0.001) and remained constant until day 2. The area 
of cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels only reduced to 60% on 
day 1 (***p < 0.001) and was further reduced to 40% on 
day 2 compared with day 0 (Figure 2(b)). The thickness of 
both cell-laden collagen and collagen-Ph hydrogels from 
day 0 to day 2 was similar (Figure 2(b)). Less hydrogel con-
traction was observed in the cell-laden collagen-Ph hydro-
gel compared with that noted in the collagen hydrogels, 
particularly in the area instead of the thickness. To clarify 
the relationship between hydrogel contraction and cell 
spreading, we investigated the cell spreading area inside 
both hydrogels. In collagen hydrogels, the spreading area of 
HUVECs was significantly increased on day 2 (*p < 0.05) 
and decreased to half on day 4 (**p < 0.01). The spreading 
area of MSCs remained constant until day 2 and was signifi-
cantly decreased to a third on day 4 (***p < 0.001). In col-
lagen-Ph hydrogels, the spreading area of HUVECs showed 
a significant two-fold increase on day 2 (***p < 0.001), 
which was maintained until day 4; notably, the spreading 

area of MSCs was maintained until day 4. There was no 
significant difference between the spreading area of 
HUVECs and MSCs in both types of hydrogels on day 2. 
Even on day 4, both cells spread well in collagen-Ph hydro-
gels versus collagen hydrogels. Moreover, to further under-
stand the relationship between gel contraction and cell 
migration, instead of randomly encapsulating cells in the 
hydrogel, cells were encapsulated into the α plane of the 
hydrogel horizontally (Supplemental Figure S3(a)) or verti-
cally (Supplemental Figure S3(b)) into the cell culture well. 
After 2 days of culture, most cells migrated to the β plane; 
moreover, the collagen fibril density increased along with 
the direction of cell migration, which may cause gel con-
traction in the macro scale (Supplemental Figure S3(c)–(f)). 
These results demonstrated that the direction of gel contrac-
tion and cell migration is opposite. In collagen-Ph hydro-
gels, both cells spread well, and the resulting volume 
remained at approximately 50% of its original volume on 
day 0. These findings demonstrated that collagen-Ph hydro-
gels attenuated the cell-mediated volume contraction under 
cell-spreading conditions.

Cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogel limited the 
formation of vascularized soft tissue in vivo

Cell-laden prepolymers of collagen and collagen-Ph 
(HUVECs: MSCs, 2:3 in 107 cells/mL) were subcutaneously 

Figure 2. Cell-mediated contraction of the cell-laden collagen-based hydrogel. (a) Representative optical macroscopic images of 
the top view (left column) and side view (right column) of cell-laden collagen and collagen-Ph hydrogels at days 0 and 1 after culture. 
(b) Quantitative analysis of hydrogel contraction by measuring the area and thickness of the indicated hydrogel during culturing. (c) 
Spreading area of embedded HUVECs and MSCs (μm2/cell) co-cultured into the indicated hydrogel group. Data are presented as the 
mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001 indicate significant differences from the prior time point in the same hydrogel group (n = 4–5). 
#p < 0.05 and ##p < 0.01 indicate significant differences from the collagen group at the same time point (n = 4).
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injected into mice to determine whether the collagen-Ph 
hydrogel could improve the formation of vascularized soft 
tissues and maintain the volume of explants in vivo as well as 
in vitro. After 7 days, the explants were excised, and the 
macro-images showed a reddish color in the collagen hydro-
gel and white color in the collagen-Ph hydrogel, implying the 
presence of more blood cells within microvessels in the for-
mer versus the latter group. The resulting area of cell-laden 
collagen hydrogels was only a third of that of collagen-Ph 
hydrogels, while the thickness of both cell-laden hydrogels 
was approximately 0.45 mm due to compression by the skin 
of mice after injection (Figure 3(a) and (b)). The remaining 
volumes of the cell-laden collagen hydrogels and collagen-Ph 
hydrogels were 40% and 60% of the injected volume 
(~200 μL), respectively (Figure 3(b)). These results showed 
that cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels can better maintain 
their volume in vivo compared with collagen hydrogels.

Better biodegradability of hydrogel (i.e. the smaller 
remaining volume of explants) typically implies the 
growth of functional blood vessels in engineered soft tis-
sue.7 Histological and quantitative analyses of engineered 
blood vessels were performed to confirm whether the bet-
ter remaining volume of collagen-Ph hydrogel is due to 
poor capability for the formation of vascular networks 
(Figure 3(c)–(f)). The density of perfused blood vessels 
(i.e. lumens with red blood cells) was eightfold higher in 
collagen hydrogels versus collagen-Ph hydrogels. In col-
lagen hydrogels, microvessels were well distributed 
throughout the whole construct. However, in collagen-Ph 
hydrogels, microvessels were mainly located at the edge 
region of the constructs. More than 90% of perfused 
microvessels in both hydrogels stained positive for hCD31 
and were surrounded by alpha-smooth muscle actin 
(αSMA)-positive pericytes. This finding demonstrated 
that these are engineered microvessels formed by 
implanted human cells. The size distribution of hCD31-
positive lumens in both groups was similar, showing that 
engineered human microvessels are perfused, mature, and 
anastomosed with host vasculatures. Taken together, for 
unknown reasons collagen-Ph hydrogels limited the vas-
culogenesis of HUVECs and MSCs and anastomosis from 
host vasculatures. This resulted in a low density of engi-
neered blood vessels at the subcutaneous site, which is by 
previous evidence.7,16

Increase of human VEGF expression in cell-
laden collagen-Ph hydrogel

We also investigated the causes of the inability of colla-
gen-Ph hydrogels for HUVEC- and MSC-mediated vascu-
lar soft tissue formation in vivo. For this purpose, we 
examined whether the capability of HUVECs and MSCs 
for cell-mediated vascular networks formation was 
impeded in collagen-Ph hydrogels during the crosslinking 
process and after culture compared with that noted in the 

collagen hydrogel. Results demonstrated that there was no 
difference in the percentage of viability and apoptosis of 
HUVECs and MSCs encapsulated into collagen and colla-
gen-based hydrogels after culture (Supplemental Figure 
S4(a)–(d)). To assess the oxidative status of embedded 
cells in response to the gelation process, we investigated 
changes in the levels of hypoxia and reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS) in HUVECs and MSCs in hydrogels after 2 and 
12 h of culture in vitro (Figure 4(a)). The degree of hypoxia 
was similar in both groups after 2 h; nevertheless, after 
12 h. it was significantly lower (0.5-fold reduction) in the 
collagen-Ph hydrogels versus the collagen hydrogels. ROS 
levels were similar in both groups after 2 h; however, after 
12 h, they were significantly increased in the collagen-Ph 
hydrogels versus the collagen hydrogels (10-fold increase). 
Briefly, after 12 h of co-culture in vitro, the level of hypoxia 
in embedded cells decreased with increased ROS produc-
tion by embedded cells in collagen-Ph hydrogels. In con-
trast, cells in collagen hydrogels exhibited more hypoxia 
and less ROS production. To further examine the effects of 
both hydrogels on cell paracrine signaling in embedded 
cells after 24 h of culture, multiple secreted angiogenic 
factors were examined by co-culture with conditioned 
medium using human angiogenesis protein arrays 
(Supplemental Figure S4(e) and (f) and Figure 4(b)). 
Secreted proangiogenic factors included VEGF, placental 
growth factor 2 (PlGF2), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), 
several members of the insulin-like growth factor-binding 
protein (IGFBP) family as well as MMP-3 and -9, mono-
cyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), interleukin-8 
(IL-8), and urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA). 
The expression of the anti-angiogenic factor, thrombos-
pondin-1 (TSP-1) was similar. Notably, the expression of 
proangiogenic factors VEGF, uPA, and IL-8 was higher in 
collagen-Ph hydrogels versus collagen hydrogels, whereas 
that of MCP-1 and PIGF was lower. MSCs and HUVECs 
are mainly responsible for the secretion of VEGF and IL-8, 
respectively (Supplemental Figure S4(f) and Figure 4(b)). 
Several studies42–44 showed that VEGF improves angio-
genesis, while IL-8 leads to the influx of inflammatory 
neutrophils to deliver angiogenic MMP-9, thereby acceler-
ating anastomosis from the host vasculature. To investi-
gate whether the expression of VEGF, IL-8, and MMP-9 
was also present in cell-laden explants on day 2 after sub-
cutaneous injection, sectional slides were stained for histo-
logical analyses. The results showed significantly increased 
expression of VEGF in cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels 
versus collagen hydrogels, while the expression levels of 
IL-8 and MMP-9 were similar (Figure 4(c)). Increased 
expression of VEGF secreted by MSCs suggested improve-
ment of angiogenesis and vasculogenesis in Collagen-Ph 
hydrogels. Nevertheless, the capability of collagen-Ph 
hydrogels to support vasculogenesis and angiogenesis in 
vivo remains limited. In vitro cultures may not sufficiently 
replicate the physiochemical conditions of vascular tissue 
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formation in vivo, and thus other factors may be involved 
in attenuating the capability of collagen-Ph hydrogels for 
cell-mediated vascular network formation in vivo.

Presence of hydrogen peroxide prolonged the 
host inflammatory response

The subcutaneous injection was used for the delivery of the 
collagen-Ph prepolymer. The enzymatic gelation process 
involved the use of HRP and H2O2 at the subcutaneous site 
following injection. Several studies showed that H2O2 

served as an early recruitment trigger for innate immune 
cells45,46; hence, the presence of H2O2 may induce a longer-
term host immune response. We sought to confirm the pres-
ence of crosslinking agent H2O2 in collagen-Ph hydrogels. 
For this purpose, DAB staining was performed in sections 
of cell-laden explants on day 2 after subcutaneous injection 
to quantitatively detect the residual amount of H2O2 in 
explants (Figure 4(d)–(f)); brown color denoted the pres-
ence of peroxide derived from residual H2O2. The results 
showed darker brown color (1–1.5 orders of magnitude) in 
both acellular or cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels versus 

Figure 3. Hydrogel-mediated vascularized soft tissue constructs were formed at a subcutaneous site on day 7 after implantation. 
(a) Optical macroscopic images of the tissue construct at the subcutaneous site (inset), 3D topography images, and (b) quantitative 
analysis of average area and thickness of entire constructs were obtained by 3D laser scanning confocal microscopy. (c) 
Representative cross-sectional H&E images of tissue constructs revealed the distribution of perfused blood vessels (white arrows) 
in the constructs (inset). Mature perfused human vessels were lined exclusively with hCD31-expressing HUVECs (green) and 
surrounded by αSMA-expressing MSCs (red). Nuclei (blue) were labeled with DAPI. (d) The extent of vascular network formation 
was quantified by counting the densities of erythrocyte-filled lumens in H&E images. (e) Representative images of sections stained 
with hCD31-expressing HUVECs identified by immunohistochemistry. (f) The area distribution of human microvessels was 
quantified by counting hCD31+ lumens, as a percentage of the total number. #p < 0.05 indicates significant differences from the 
collagen group at the same time point.
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Figure 4. Longer-term host inflammatory responses were induced by subcutaneously injecting the hydrogen peroxide-triggered collagen-
Ph hydrogel. (a) Numbers of ROS- and hypoxia-positive cells inside hydrogels after 2 and 12 h of culture, as detected by indicator dyes. 
(b) Human cytokine array analysis of conditioned medium obtained after 1 day of co-culture of HUVECs and MSCs into the collagen and 
collagen-Ph hydrogels. (c) Quantitative analysis of VEGF, IL-8, and MMP-9 expression in stained sectioned slices of explants on day 2 after 
implantation. (d) Representative DAB expression and quantitative (e) total intensity and (f) distribution analysis in stained slices sectioned 
from acellular and cell-laden collagen and collagen-Ph constructs on day 2 after injection. ***p < 0.001 indicates significant differences 
from the acellular group (n = 3). ##p < 0.01 and ###p < 0.001 indicate significant differences from the collagen group. (g) Representative 
immunofluorescence staining and quantification analysis of (h) Ly6G+/CD45+ neutrophils and (i) F4/80+/CD45+ macrophages in 
collagen and collagen-Ph constructs after injection. **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 indicate significant differences from day 2 in the same 
hydrogel group (n = 4–5). ##p < 0.01 and ###p < 0.001 indicate significant differences from the collagen group at the same time point.
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acellular or cell-laden collagen hydrogels. Interestingly, the 
peroxide in the collagen-Ph hydrogel was observed 2 days 
after subcutaneous injection. Moreover, implantation of 
HUVECs and MSCs into collagen-Ph hydrogels increased 
the amount of peroxide found near the peritoneum. The 
excess peroxide detected by DAB beyond residual H2O2 
may be attributed to an acute immune response.47,48 The 
degree and timing of neutrophil and macrophage infiltra-
tion into cell-laden hydrogels play important roles in the 
formation of functional blood vessels.49,50 To investigate 
whether the presence of H2O2 stimulated host inflamma-
tory reactions, sectional slices of cell-laden explants were 
doubled-stained with neutrophils (Ly6G+/CD45+) and 
macrophages (F4/80+/CD45+) markers 2 and 4 days after 
subcutaneous injection (Figure 4(g)). On day 2, the densi-
ties of neutrophils were similar in both hydrogels. However, 
on day 4, they were significantly decreased in cell-laden 
collagen hydrogels to 10% and remained constant in cell-
laden collagen and collagen-Ph hydrogels, respectively 
(Figure 4(h)). In contrast, the densities of macrophages 
were higher in collagen-Ph hydrogels versus collagen 
hydrogels (four-fold increase) on day 2, but significantly 
decreased to similar values on day 4 (Figure 4(i)). Overall, 
the cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels induced longer-term 
host immune reactions until day 4, which may delay angio-
genesis, anastomosis, and vascular network formation.51,52

In vitro gelation and stop process decreased 
the host inflammatory response

To investigate the importance of longer-term immune 
response on vascular network formation, we immersed 
cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels into the culture medium 
for 1 h after ex vitro gelation to remove the residual amount 
of H2O2 and HRP (stop group). Hydrogels that were not 
immersed into the culture medium after gelation served as 
the non-stop group. Subsequently, both cell-laden colla-
gen-Ph hydrogels were subcutaneously implanted on the 
back of mice. The amount of peroxide derived from resid-
ual H2O2, host immune response, and capability of hydro-
gels for vascular formation were analyzed. After 2 days of 
implantation, the intensity of DAB staining was signifi-
cantly decreased in the stop group compared to that in the 
non-stop group (##p < 0.01, Figure 5(a) and (b)) and the 
injected cell-laden group (Figure 4(e), ###p < 0.001). 
These findings suggested that gelation in vitro was effec-
tive in decreasing the residual amount of H2O2 in collagen-
Ph hydrogels. We also examined whether the host immune 
response decreased with the decreasing amount of H2O2 in 
the stop and non-stop groups. For this purpose, the cell-
laden collagen-Ph hydrogels were excised, embedded in 
paraffin, sectioned, and stained with markers for neutro-
phils and macrophages on days 2 and 4 after implantation 
(Figure 5(c)–(f)). The analysis revealed that, on day 2, the 
densities of neutrophils in both hydrogels were similar, 

while on day 4 the density was significantly decreased by 
20% and 75% in the non-stop and stop groups, respec-
tively (Figure 5(d)). On day 2, the density of macrophages 
was two-fold higher in the stop group versus the non-stop 
group. On day 4, it was significantly increased (+38%) in 
the non-stop group. On the contrary, the macrophage den-
sity in the stop group decreased by 90% from day 2 to day 
4, to levels even lower than in the non-stop group (Figure 
5(f)). Ex vitro gelation combined with the stop process sig-
nificantly decreased the density of infiltrating neutrophils 
and macrophages in collagen-Ph hydrogels versus non-
stop or injection ones. These findings indicate that host 
immune reactions to cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels 
were significantly decreased.

Decreasing host inflammatory response was 
not sufficient to form vascular soft tissue

To investigate whether decreasing host immune response 
may increase vascular formation in engineered soft tissues, 
cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels in the non-stop and stop 
groups were implanted into mice for 7 days to analyze the 
volume of the construct and capability for vascular net-
work formation. The results showed that the volume of 
explants in the stop group was 50% lower than in the non-
stop group, while the average thickness was 50% lower 
than in non-stop ones with similar areas (Figure 6(a) and 
(b)). Surprisingly, perfused blood vessels in histological 
sectional slides were barely observed in both groups 
(Figure 6(c) and (d)), indicating that reduction of the host 
immune response did not improve vascular network for-
mation in collagen-Ph hydrogels. Thus, the host immune 
response is not the single determining factor limiting the 
vascular network formation in collagen-Ph hydrogels.

We compared the thickness before and after injection or 
implantation in the subcutaneous space of mice. We found 
that the thickness of hydrogels was significantly reduced 
by compression from the skin of mice after injection and 
implantation during daily movement of the animals. This 
has not been previously observed in cell culture conditions 
or discussed in the literature. A two-fold increase in the 
thickness of hydrogels resulted in a two-fold reduction in 
nutrient and gas transport.53 The PDMS spacer (diameter: 
10 mm; thickness: 2 mm) was designed to attenuate the 
compression from the mice’s body skin and maintain the 
structural integrity of the hydrogel. Several uniform holes 
(diameter: 1 mm) were well distributed on the skin-side of 
the spacer to allow mass transport and ingrowth of host 
vasculature into the explant inside the spacer. To investi-
gate whether a designed spacer could maintain the tissue 
volume and improve vascular formation, cell-laden colla-
gen-Ph hydrogels in the non-stop and stop groups inside a 
spacer were co-implanted into mice for 7 days (Figure 7). 
The volume of explants in both groups (non-stop: 
33.8 ± 6 mm3; stop: 30.6 ± 2 mm3; Figure 7(a) and (b)) 
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with the spacer was two-fold greater than that measured in 
those without the spacer (Figure 6(a) and (b)) by maintain-
ing the thickness and area of explants. Notably, there was 
a three-fold greater number of perfused blood vessels in 
the histological slides of explants in the stop groups 
(52.9 ± 1.6 #/mm2) versus the non-stop group (10.6 ± 7 #/
mm2) (Figure 7(c) and (d)). These results demonstrated 
that volume support and reduction of the host immune 

response can significantly improve vascular network for-
mation in collagen-Ph hydrogels. More than 90% of per-
fused microvessels in both hydrogels were stained positive 
for hCD31 and surrounded by αSMA-positive pericytes, 
demonstrating that they are engineered human microves-
sels. The size distribution of hCD31-positivelumens in the 
stop group with spacer support was greater than that 
recorded in the non-stop group.

Figure 5. Through the stop process in the cell-laden collagen-Ph groups, the densities of infiltrating neutrophils and macrophages 
induced by the host immune response were significantly reduced on days 2–4 after implantation. (a) Representative DAB 
expression and (b) quantitative DAB intensity analysis in the non-stop and stop groups from the cell-laden collagen-Ph constructs 
removed from animals on day 2. Representative immunofluorescence staining for the densities of (c) Ly6G+ (green)/CD45+ 
(red) neutrophils and (e) F4/80+ (green)/CD45+ (red) macrophages. Nuclei (blue) were labeled with DAPI. Quantification of (d) 
Ly6G+/CD45+ neutrophils and (f) F4/80+/CD45+ macrophages on days 2 and 4 after implantation. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 
indicate significant differences from the prior time point in the same group. #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01, and ###p < 0.001 indicate 
significant differences from the non-stop group at the same time point.
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Effects of the designed spacer on cells 
embedded in collagen-Ph hydrogels

We investigated the effects of the designed spacer on mass 
transport in cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels in vivo. 
Before implantation, there was no difference in diffusion 
properties of both collagen and collagen-Ph hydrogels 
(Supplemental Figures S6(a)). Collagen-Ph hydrogels with 
and without spacer were subcutaneously implanted and 
excised to study the diffusion properties of hydrogels at 4, 
8, 12, and 24 h after surgery (Supplemental Figures S6(b)). 
After immersing the explants in dextran solutions to meas-
ure the depth of diffusion over time, the diffusion coeffi-
cient in the with-spacer group (1.6 × 10−6 cm2/s) was 
10-fold higher than that recorded in the without-spacer 
group (7.4 × 10−7 cm2/s). The results showed that the spacer 
improved the diffusivity of the hydrogel by maintaining the 
structural integrity of hydrogels to avoid compression from 
the skin. Due to an inadequate oxygen supply to tissues and 
cells, new vessels with red blood cells form in vivo in 
response to hypoxia,54,55 which induces angiogenesis. Thus, 
the oxygen concentration is generally an indicator of the 
capability for vascular network formation. After perform-
ing calculations as previously described,35 the diffusivity of 

oxygen in both groups was found to be similar (without-
spacer group: 2.13 × 10−5 cm2/s; with-spacer group: 2.17  
× 10−5 cm2/s). To further investigate the oxygen distribu-
tion inside hydrogels, a computational simulation based on 
the three-dimensional finite element method was con-
ducted. For the calculation of diffusion coefficients and the 
thickness of explants, the concentration profiles of dextran 
(Figure 8(a) and (b)) and oxygen (Figure 8(c) and (d)) were 
plotted against location and time in both groups according 
to the diffusion equation. In the without-spacer group, the 
final concentration of dextran in the hydrogel was maxi-
mized, and its distribution within the gel was uniform (dark 
red regions in the left panel of Figure 8(a) and (c)). In the 
with-spacer group, there was a 2.4- and 4-fold increase ver-
sus the without-spacer group in the time required to reach a 
uniform distribution of dextran and oxygen concentration, 
respectively. The addition of a designed spacer caused 
hypoxia in some regions of the hydrogel (yellow to blue 
regions in the right panel of Figure 8(a) and (c)), which 
may induce local hypoxia in embedded cells. Hypoxia 
through HIF-1α leads to angiogenesis involving VEGF 
signaling during the regeneration process.56,57 VEGF stain-
ing was performed on explants 2 and 4 days after implanta-
tion to investigate whether the observed low concentration 

Figure 6. In the absence of a spacer, cell-laden collagen-Ph structures in the stop or non-stop group did not maintain the volume 
of the engineered constructs and did not support the formation of vascular networks on day 7 after implantation. (a) Optical 
macroscopic images of a tissue construct at a subcutaneous site (inset), 3D topography images, and (b) quantitative analysis of the 
entire explant volume (i.e. area and thickness) were performed by 3D laser scanning confocal microscopy. (c) Representative cross-
sectional H&E images of the tissue constructs did not reveal lumens or perfused blood vessels in the structures. (d) Vessel density 
in the engineered tissue constructs was removed 7 days after implantation. #p < 0.05 indicates significant differences from the non-
stop group.
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of oxygen induces hypoxia in embedded cells, thereby 
improving vascular network formation (Figure 8(e) and 
(f)). The results of the quantitative analysis showed that the 
expression of HIF-1α and VEGF in the with-spacer group 
was 1.5- and 2-fold higher than that measured in the with-
out-spacer group on day 2 after implantation, respectively. 

It has been shown that hypoxia induces VEGF secretion in 
embedded HUVECs and MSCs.58,59 Thus, the increase in 
human-specific VEGF implied that the level of hypoxia in 
cells was increased by adding the designed spacer. This 
effect may improve microvessel formation in oxygen-suffi-
cient cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels.

Figure 7. Using a spacer, cell-laden collagen-Ph structures in the stop group maintained the volume of the engineered constructs 
and supported the formation of vascular networks on day 7 after implantation. (a) Optical macroscopic images of the tissue 
construct at a subcutaneous site (inset), and (b) quantitative analysis of the entire construct volume (i.e. area and thickness) were 
obtained by 3D laser scanning confocal microscopy. (c) Representative cross-sectional H&E images of the tissue constructs revealed 
perfused blood vessels (labeled with white arrows) in the structures. (d) The extent of vascular network formation was quantified 
by counting the densities of erythrocyte-filled lumens. (e) Representative images of mature perfused human vessels were lined 
exclusively with hCD31-expressing HUVECs (green) and surrounded by αSMA-expressing MSCs (red). Nuclei (blue) are labeled 
with DAPI. (f) Area of hCD31+ human microvessels, as a percentage of the total area. *p < 0.05 indicates significant differences 
from the vessel area with 0–50 μm2 in the same group (n = 3). #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01, and ###p < 0.001 indicate significant 
differences from the non-stop group.
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Discussion

The longer-term immune response is a key 
factor limiting vascular network formation in 
cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels

Several groups pointed out some concerns on the high con-
centration and long retention time of natural and chemical 

cross-linking agents in chemical-crosslinked hydrogels 
during and after gelation process,60,61 which significantly 
reduced the cell viability and function in cell-culture or ani-
mals.62–64 But, few studies investigated how it affects tissue 
regeneration in vivo. Here, the concentration of crosslink-
ing agents (H2O2), delivery method, diffusion efficiency, 
and resulting immune response of chemically crosslinked 
hydrogels were discussed to improve the capability of 

Figure 8. Transport properties of nutrients and oxygen in the cell-laden hydrogel with and without the support of a designed 
spacer at the subcutaneous site of mice. Dextran (molecular weight: 70 kDa) served as a transport tracer for nutrients. Three-
dimensional computational simulation of (a) dextran and (c) oxygen transport properties in cell-laden hydrogels at the indicated 
time points. The distribution of (b) dextran and (d) oxygen at the center plane of the construct at different time points. 
Representative fluorescence images and quantitative analysis of the expression of (e and f) HIF-1α and human nuclei (h-nuclei) and 
(g and h) human-specific VEGF in the with- and without-spacer groups in the collagen-Ph constructs removed from animals on day 
2. ##p < 0.01 and ###p < 0.001 indicate significant differences from the w/ spacer group.
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microvessels formation in hydrogen peroxide triggered 
chemical crosslinked collagen-Ph hydrogel. More ROS 
production in embedded HUVECs and MSCs were 
observed in collagen-Ph hydrogels compared to those in the 
collagen hydrogel (Figure 4(a)), which cause fewer cells in 
hypoxia states in the collagen-Ph hydrogel due to more 
oxygen production in the enzymatic catalyzed chemical 
reaction of HRP and H2O2 during gelation process65,66 of 
the Collagen-Ph hydrogel. A basal level of ROS is neces-
sary for basic biological processes of cells, including cel-
lular proliferation and differentiation. It was published that 
production of ROS at a low concentration of H2O2 (0.1–
10 μM) stimulate angiogenesis through increased secretion 
of angiogenesis factors VEGF and FGF-2 in MSCs,67 while 
the high concentration (>125 μM) of H2O2 causes cell 
damage.68 The 28.5 μM of H2O2 used in this study to cross-
link collagen-Ph hydrogels was proved non-cytotoxic to 
cell viability and spreading of HUVECs and MSCs in 
vitro.16 To further investigate whether the presence of H2O2 
affected the capability of vascular network formation of 
HUVECs and MCSs during the chemically crosslinking 
process, we pretreated both cells with 28.5 μM of H2O2 for 
30 min and then encapsulated them into physically 
crosslinking Collagen hydrogels to evaluate the capabilities 
of vascular network formation compared with non-treated 
ones (the Collagen group) (Supplemental Figures S7). Of 
note, in realistic conditions, the concentration of H2O2 was 
consumed and decreased during crosslinking process of 
collagen-Ph hydrogel, and it is hard to in situ measure the 
concentration changes during gelation, so we used 28.5 μM 
of H2O2 applied at the beginning to do this test, which is the 
harshest condition to the treated cells. In the H2O2 treated 
groups, microvessels densities remained constant, but the 
coverage rate of MSCs on HUVECs decreased signifi-
cantly to 20% (Supplemental Figures S7). These results 
demonstrated that excess ROS production induced by H2O2 
in MSCs decreased the capability of MSCs to serve as peri-
cytes to support and stabilize vascular network formation in 
vivo. Some studies showed ROS stimulates the induction 
of VEGF expression in various cell types through HIF-1α-
VEGF signaling.69–71 Here, higher expression of VEGF 
was observed in the cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels 
(Supplemental Figure S8) implied that appropriated con-
centration of H2O2 can stimulate secretion of VEGF in 
MSCs through increasing ROS to stimulate angiogenesis, 
which are accordance with our observation in cells culture 
(Figure 4(b) and (c)). However, it still cannot explain why 
there were only limited microvessels formed into the bor-
der region of cell-laden collagen-Ph implants at the subcu-
taneous site in the presence of a high concentration of 
VEGF (Figures 3(c)–(f), 4(b) and (c)).

Several studies demonstrated that the concentrations 
of H2O2 are proportional to numbers of infiltrating 
immune cells, showing H2O2 is the mediator for host 
immune response.72,73 These results were by our 

observation that longer-term immune responses and the 
presence of H2O2 coexisted into the cell-laden collagen-
Ph hydrogel after 2 days of injection. To decrease the 
remaining amount of H2O2, we prepared cell-laden colla-
gen-Ph hydrogels in vitro, and after 30 min of gelation, it 
was immersed into the medium to wash out excess H2O2 
(Figure 5(a) and (b)) before implantation. To confirm the 
negative effect from excess H2O2, collagen-Ph hydrogels 
in the Stop group were immersed into the H2O2 solutions 
for 2 h, and then co-implanted with spacer into the subcu-
taneous site of mice. On day 2 and day 4, the numbers of 
neutrophils and macrophages in the Sop group with the 
addition of H2O2 are significantly higher than in the Stop 
group. After 7 days, no blood vessels were observed in 
collagen-Ph hydrogels (Supplemental Figures S9 and 
S10(a)). The addition of hydrogen peroxide into the Stop 
group caused a stronger and longer immune response, 
which inhibited vascular network formation. On the con-
trary, the immune response in the Stop group signifi-
cantly decreased on day 4 after implantation, which 
confirmed the longer-term host immune response 
observed into collagen-Ph hydrogels was contributed by 
the residual H2O2 and following induced host immune 
cells. Even though the immune response was success-
fully attenuated by immersing into culture medium before 
implantation (the stop + w/o spacer group), densities of 
engineered microvessels inside collagen-Ph hydrogels 
were dropped to near 0 after 7 days, which is significantly 
lower than that in the injection group (non-stop condi-
tions, p < 0.001, Figure 3(c)–(e), Supplemental Figure 
S10(a)). These demonstrated the longer-term immune 
response is one of the factors to limit vascular network 
formation in cell-laden collagen-Ph hydrogels.

Coexisting sufficient VEGF and attenuated 
immune response support vascular network 
formation in cell-laden in cell-laden collagen-Ph 
hydrogels

According to our observations in experimental animals, 
hydrogels were compressed by the skin after injection and 
implantation. We therefore designed and co-implanted a 
spacer with cell-laden hydrogels to maintain the structural 
integrity of hydrogels at the subcutaneous site and avoid 
compression from the skin of mice. Computer simulations of 
oxygen and dextran transport into cell-laden hydrogels with 
and without support from a spacer were conducted to inves-
tigate the effects of the designed spacer on microvessel for-
mation (Figure 8). Following the addition of the spacer, the 
diffusivity of hydrogels increased by one order and the thick-
ness of explants showed a five-fold increase. These effects 
decreased the concentration of oxygen and nutrients in the 
central region of collagen-Ph hydrogels. This led to a greater 
number of hypoxic cells in this oxygen- and nutrient-defi-
cient region. The highest VEGF expression and prolonged 
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host immune response were observed in the non-stop  
+ with spacer group. These observations may be attributed 
to the generation of ROS during gelation and spacer-induced 
hypoxia. Moreover, vascular network formation was 
increased to ~10 ± 7 #/mm2 (Supplemental Figure S10(b)). 
The non-stop + without-spacer and injection groups as well 
as the stop + with-spacer group showed similar VEGF 
expression (~40 a.u.; Supplemental Figure S10(b)), probably 
due to ROS-stimulated and hypoxia-induced secretion of 
VEGF in MSCs, respectively. Interestingly, in these three 
groups with similar VEGF expression, the densities of engi-
neered microvessels were inversely proportional to the 
immune response (Supplemental Figure S10(a); Pearson 
coefficient r = −0.95). In the non-stop + with-spacer group, 
the content of VEGF was the highest among the groups 
(~72 a.u.; Supplemental Figure S10(b)). Nevertheless, the 
resulting lumen density followed the inversely proportional 
relationship between the immune response and lumen den-
sity observed in the non-stop + without-spacer, injection, 
and the stop + with-spacer groups (Supplemental Figure 
S10(a)). The Pearson coefficient for the non-stop + without-
spacer, non-stop + with-spacer, injection, and stop + with-
spacer groups was r = −0.94, implying that the immune 
response was dominant in the presence of a sufficient amount 
of VEGF in the explants. A higher amount of VEGF did not 
contribute to the extra increase in the number of microves-
sels. In contrast, the lowest VEGF expression (~20 a.u.) and 
immune response (~−82%) were observed in the stop + with-
out-spacer group, which did not exhibit microvessel forma-
tion (~0 #/mm2). This may be due to the insufficient amount 
of VEGF. To confirm the importance of VEGF, exogenous 
VEGF (100 ng/mL) was added into the stop + without-
spacer group during gelation. Seven days after implantation, 
the results showed that the densities of microvessels formed 
into collagen-Ph hydrogels were significantly increased from 
0 to ~19 #/mm2 (Supplemental Figure S11). Incorporation of 
this result into the correlation analysis between immune 
response and microvessel density revealed that the engi-
neered lumen density in engineered tissues is inversely pro-
portional to the immunological response to cell-laden 
implants (Supplemental Figure S12, r = −0.78, high correla-
tion). Here, we provided a strategy to improve cell-mediated 
vascular network formation in the hydrogen peroxide-trig-
gered collagen-Ph hydrogel by using the designed spacer to 
induce hypoxia to encapsulated cells, but this may need a 
second surgery to remove this non-biodegradable silicone 
spacer after repair in the clinical setting. To address this con-
cern, a biodegradable and biocompatible 10% GelMA–20% 
polyethylene glycol dimethacrylate (PEGDMA 1000)74,75 
spacer was prepared by casting and light irradiation 
(Supplemental Figure S13). Thus, the material composition 
of the spacer can be tailored and altered according to the 
intended biomedical applications. Taken together, for engi-
neering cell-mediated vascular networks in collagen-Ph 
hydrogels, it is necessary to simultaneously have sufficient 

VEGF and attenuated host immune response to cell-laden 
collagen-Ph hydrogels for the first 4 days after implantation.

Conclusion

Collagen-Ph hydrogels can successfully reduce cell-mediated 
volume contraction, but the capability of these hydrogels for 
cell-mediated blood vessel network formation is limited due 
to long the host inflammation response induced by crosslink-
ing reagents and the presence of ROS generated during gela-
tion. After consuming unreacted crosslinkers (H2O2) and 
providing a designed spacer to increase hypoxia in cells 
embedded in hydrogels, the density of engineered blood ves-
sels in the hydrogels was significantly increased. Our findings 
suggest that the duration of host immune response and suffi-
cient levels of VEGF play important roles in the self-assem-
bly of embedded cells in H2O2-triggered chemically-crosslinked 
collagen-Ph hydrogels at a subcutaneous site in animals. 
These results provide valuable information for expanding the 
capabilities of other enzymatic-catalyzed chemically-
crosslinked hydrogels used in in vitro cell culture and in vivo 
vascular tissue engineering.
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